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EIS Chairman, Dr. Nikhil Wagh unfurled the flag on the occasion of Republic Day

Annual Sports Day
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Grandparents’ Day on 14th February’18

Kisan Week Celebration with Naam Foundation

Assembly - Commonwealth Day
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Annual Concert - 9th March ‘18
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International Activities in CCA

Sr. KG. - Graduation DAy
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Xmas Celebration in School

Holi
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Water cycle & Numbers Concept, Blob Painting, Sink &
Float Activity, Patterns Concept & Easel Board Painting
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Coloring & Tracing, Gross Motor Development Activities,
Digital Content of Syllabus, Art & Craft Activities
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Library Time, Orange Day, Snack Time, Balancing Games,
Fun with Shapes, Art & Craft
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Pot Luck Party
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Happy
Faces
@
EIS
Daycare
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Educon International School organized a Science-cum-Art and
Craft Exhibition. There was maximum involvement of students from
classes I to IV. The objective to
have a science exhibition is to encourage and inculcate a scientific
temperament among students.
There were a number of working
models on display, revealing the
creativity of the students.
Some of the notable ones were
Shadow, STEM Activities, Models
of brain, ear etc. Plant Kingdom
was the theme of the exhibition.
Along with the science exhibition
the audience even got to witness
the wonderful art and craft exhibited by the students. The Art and
Craft Exhibition is a very important event, where the students are
encouraged to showcase their
creativity by displaying their art
and craft projects, which are prepared throughout the year. The
exhibition saw the attendance of
large number of parents and was a
huge success. Enthusiasm and effervescence overflowed among
students, teachers, parents and
the management.
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“ Poetry is when an emotion has
found its thought and the
thought has found words ”
A Hindi "KAVI SAMMELAN" was
organized at EIS for Primary
classes. This activity was organized to explore and encourage the speaking skills and confidence in children. It inspired
children to come forward and
recite on stage.
Children participated earnestly
in the Kavi Sammelan. Students
came up with unique poems and
recited them with enthusiasm.
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Student
of the
Year

Young children love to be in the spotlight, and having
a “Student of the Year” is a great way to honor
each individual student.
The Student of the year concept is meant for motivating the students to grow in various aspects.
To acknowledge student's accomplishments, our
teacher selects a student from their class every
week who has shown good attitude, discipline, active
participation in class activities and good behavior.
And finally out of all the Student of the Week, each
class has a Student of the Year.
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New Initiative

A Mystery Reader
At EIS, we strive to foster a love of reading
both in school and at home.
The Mystery Reader - it involves a surprise visit
by parent, grandparent or other family member
who comes in to read with the class. The aim of
"Mystery Reader" is to show children that adults
love reading too!
It is a surprise for the ward and all the students
from a particular class. When they see this
Mystery reader, it's a big reveal and tons of
fun.
The book could be the one which Mystery Reader
particularly enjoyed reading when he/she was
growing up or a current children's book brought
from home, or selected from EIS library.
In order for the class to gain the full impact and
excitement of the reader experience, its always
kept a secret and hence a mystery, even from
reader's own child!
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To become a Successful Learner,
Curriculum for Excellence incorporates Experiential Learning (Learning
by doing). S.T.E.M. period in the time
table exposes students to re-discover
Science-Technology-Engineering and
Math.
The purpose of Tablet Learning is to
introduce students to innovative digital content, at the core of which
pedagogical scenarios and learning activities are designed and implemented to support learning with fun.
We have integrated LEGO Education in our Curriculum for Excellence. For subjects like computing, science, technology, literacy and
numeracy, classroom tools like LEGO bricks boost pupils’ motivation
and stimulate their natural desire to explore and discover. LEGO
Education teaching resources are cross-curricular, helping pupils develop invaluable problem-solving, collaboration and communication
skills. LEGO Education resources lay the foundation for lifelong
learning.
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INTERVIEW OF OUR PEON
Sudarshan Bhaiyya

Q1) What is your name ?
Ans :- My name is Sudarshan Mohite
Q2) What is your qualification?
Ans :- I have studied B.SC agriculture.
Q3) Where you did your studies?
Ans:- I did my schooling from Konkon New English School.
Q4) You belong to which part of India ?
Ans:- I come from Ratnagiri District, Maharashtra
Q5) Which game you liked the most?
Ans:-I love to play Cricket.
Q6) From how long you are working in Educon International
school?
Ans:-I am working here for the past year and a half.
Q7) What you like about the school?
Ans:- All staff member are supportive and I learnt to be disciplined from Chairman Sir.
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Cultivate World Literacy Project - EIS joins this powerful & incredible 5-week project named "Cultivate World
Literacy" as a part of World Literacy Month February
2018. 5-week literacy program that gives students and
teachers the opportunity to join forces and work together to bring about change to an issue that is so vital
to the future of their world. Cultivating World Literacy
takes students and teachers through a journey of focusing first on themselves and the issues of literacy at
their local level, then moving beyond themselves in order
to gain a perspective on the importance of literacy in the
world outside them, and finally arriving at the ultimate
challenge of becoming agents of change.
EIS believes this project will empower all participating
students to take what they have learned and cultivate a
new future of literacy around the world.

Word Read Aloud Day - Every year World Read Aloud
Day calls global attention to the importance of reading
aloud and sharing stories. Read Aloud. Change the
World.
Each year, World Read Aloud Day motivates children,
teens, and adults worldwide to celebrate the power of
words and creates a community of readers taking action
to show the world that the right to literacy belongs to
all people.
World Read Aloud Day is celebrated by millions of people
in more than 100 countries.
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“ Teachers’ Corner ”
Pencil
There was a pencil maker in a village. He used to make and sell pencils, he used to
tell every pencil something after making it and before putting something after making it and before putting it in the box for selling, so the pencils used to be happy to
part with the pencil maker . People used to say that these pencils have life in them.
One day John, the neighbor of the pencil maker decided to spy on him.
The next day, the pencil maker decided to pack the pencils in the box for selling.
He picked up few pencils and told them” There are five things you need to know, before I send you out in the world. I have told my children also the same. Always remember them and don’t forget, you will become the best pencil.”
One: You can do many great things only if you allow yourself to be held in some one’s
hand .For human being, other hand is God’s hand. Be approachable for all.
Two: You will be sharpened time to time but it is for your betterment. Same way human life also will have problems in life which will make you better.
Three: You can correct your mistakes any time. Same is with human life we keep
learning till the end of our life.
Four: The most important part of you will always be hidden inside –the lead. In case
of human being the heart only know the real person within us.
Five: You should leave mark on every surface that you are used on, no matter what
the condition is . The human beings too have to leave mark in every walk of their life
and it has to be good so that you are remembered.
John is so touched by this, he runs and hugs the pencil maker. He says
“You have taught me the best lesson of my life”.

Ms. Amruta Giridas
(Grade II class teacher)
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“ Teachers’ Corner ”
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEDTIME STORIES
A bedtime story is an age old tradition that most of us have grown up with. We have had our parents
and grandparents weave stories not just of their life experiences, our county’s vast history but also
snippets of the mischief our parents did as children. A habit, we knew growing up we would try and
inculcate in our children too. In the present day, however the hectic schedule of the parent as well as
the child doesn’t always permit this. Childhood is now dominated by gadgets such as mobile phones,
tablets, computers and television and this pleasant habit that had been passed on through generations is now a rare occurrence.
There are many benefits of reading to your child before bedtime:
• If reading becomes a daily routine it can also become an indicator that it is almost time to go
to bed – a great technique to trick the child into bed without them realizing it.
• Reading to your child is a special time spent together with no interruptions, a time to bond
and share a wonderful magical moment - a precious gem in this extremely busy and fast moving world we live in.
• Now that visual stimulation is served up via digital media, children rarely get to tap into their
imaginations. Unless we read to them, the ability to use their precious imagination and visualization will weaken.
• A well told story keeps the memory working since the child has to keep track of the story
(what-when-why), thus helping sharpen their memory.
• “Read a thousand books, and your words will flow like a river” - A child learns more about
words and expressions when you read new words to them every day.
• Listening to new words in the story along with the meaning of each, a child quickly adds words
to their vocabulary. Repeatedly hearing phrases and words in different context increases the
child’s confidence for using them in their routine conversations.
• The dramatic presentation of story with background sound effects and animated voices with
high and low tones stimulates the region of the brain that deals with language processing.
• Moral stories are short and they directly put forth the message which is easy for the child to
understand while helping them learn manners, social behavior and respect for others.
• If the child is very young and just starting to read, bedtime stories can teach them primary
colours, counting, shapes and nursery rhymes in a fun, exciting and age appropriate way.
• When you end your child’s day with bedtime stories, that special time will become a habit and
part of life. Reading to your child, turns them into readers. When you make reading a pleasure, you’ll never have to encourage your child to read, it will come naturally to them.

It’s essential to realize that young minds are extremely malleable and act as fast-absorbing sponge.
Books are able to take children into a safe and enchanted world for a few minutes each day. This
helps them de-stress and can be a relaxing, fun way for both child and adult to share stories with
each other.
There are umpteen stories available in libraries and on the Internet. Browse and enjoy with your
child! This exercise can improve your child’s academics and help them develop into a responsible citizen. So ditch the television, instead relax and enjoy time with your child over stories!
- Ms. Shreya Rajadhyaksha

- Teacher Nursery (Daffodil)
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Continuous Professional
Development Workshops..
EIS encourages professional development for its teachers,
hence organizing workshops to enhance our teachers
skills is an incredible part of our
school.
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Program ( Topic)

Resource Person

Dr. Kelly L. Jennings-Towle, Associate
Lecturer, College of Education & Human
STEM PLAY: Integrating Inquiry into Performance, University of
Central
Learning Centres
Florida

Sudhan Kulkarni

Tablet Workshop

Presented by Shelley Nicholson, PhD,
Owner/Director of Nicholson Early
Thrifty Teachers Guide to Creative Childhood Education Center; and Jessica Martinez, Director of The Goddard
Learning Centres
School of Austin
Dr. Sandra Duncan, Adjunct Professor,
Nova Southeastern University

Rethinking Classroom Containers

Alice Sterling Honig, Ph.D. Professor
How we promote Learning Milestones Emerita, Child and Family Studies, Falk
for Infants and Toddlers
College, Syracuse NY

6

Presented by Linda Dove, M.Ed., DirecEngaging students through high im- tor of Learning Experiences, Meteor
pact learning environments
Education

7

Identifying differently abled children
and their learning disabilities

8

Rahilla Waheed Bhat

Presented by Dr. Carol Ann Blank, Board
Music activities to support social de- Certified Music Therapist and Manager
velopments in the Early childhood in- of Research and Special Needs Services, Music Together Worldwide
clusion classrooms(pre-primary)
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Parents . Teachers . Students

School is recognized by International Associations and
received many awards and accolades in the category of
Best School of the Year—
Year—WEST by EdtechReview and
Most Admired Education Brand in Maharashtra by 24
MRC Leadership Awards.
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International Accreditation

We are delighted to inform
you that we are expanding
our commitment to Research and Innovation by
receiving accreditation
from Institute for Research
in Schools (IRIS), U.K.
This partnership assists us
in running appropriate authentic research projects for
students to further their interest and enjoyment of science.
IRIS makes cutting edge research projects which will be
open to EIS school students
and teachers so that they
can experience the excitement and challenge of science. It is done by making
data accessible to EIS and
providing teacher training
and resources.
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Here's our champions! National Science Olympiad and International
Mathematics Olympiad.
Congratulations to all our best performers and Gold Medal Winners. May
they keep on bringing wonderful results and make the school proud.
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Congratulations.. Educon International School is proud to announce the
results of Cambridge English Language Assessment (CELA).
14 students appeared for CELA Exam and all cleared with best results in
the skills of Writing, Reading, Listening and speaking.
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P a re n t s - O u r P a r t n e r s i n E d u c a t io n

PTA & TC
PTA MEETINGS HELD
•

1st PTA Meeting was held on
1st July 2017

TRANSPORT COMMITTEE
MEETINGS HELD

•

•

•

2nd PTA Meeting was held on
16th September 2017

•

1st TC Meeting was held on 1st
July 2017

3rd PTA Meeting was held on
20th January 2018

•

2nd TC Meeting was held on 16th
September 2017

•

3rd TC Meeting was held on 10th
February 2018

•

4th TC Meeting was held on 31st
March 2018, which was also the
dissolution for the year 2017-18

4th PTA Meeting was held on
31st March 2018, which was
also the dissolution for the year
2017-18
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Thank you parents,
for your feedback.
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Sound of Falling Snow
“IMPOSSIBLE” itself says “I AM POSSIBLE”
With boundless love and patience we as a parent can help our child achieve success.
During the darkest days don’t give-up; stand up once again when your faith is
shaken", and the most important part - “Believe in our child competence”
My son was 7.5 month premature baby weighing 1400gm suffering from RDS spent
34 days in NICU and ventilator. A day came in the hospital wherein he stopped
breathing and had to do surgery in the side of the lungs to give artificial respiration
through ventilator. The Doctors, we and the baby fought back with courage and determination so that we could bring him back from the hospital to the home. And then
came the day when we bought him to the home. His first touch and feel gave me
such a satisfaction, joy, pride, relief and a close companion.
Babies are like Sun that bring warmth, happiness and light into our lives in such a
magical way. Time passed and he made my love stronger, day’s shorter, nights longer,
bankroll smaller, home happier, clothes shabbier, apart forgotten and feel worth
living for.
My son was a healthy infant and met his developmental milestones until approximately 2yrs of age when we observed that his development was a bit slower. He was
not responding to his name. People used to tell the boys generally have delayed
speech. He was good at gross and fine motors but had speech delay. By the age of
2.5 yrs we witnessed strong regression in language and behaviour after a heavy sickness. Since he cannot speak he used to cry a lot whenever he could not explain anything. We as a parent were distressed seeing his restlessness, hyperactivity, cry and
developmental delays.
We met many doctors and they recommended speech therapy, occupational therapy.
Without any further delays, we started the therapies. We also researched almost all
fields allopathic, homeopathy, ayurvedic treatment, aroma therapy, massage therapy, crystal therapy and Reiki (as we are both Reiki Masters). We even requested
Principal ma’am that our son needs some time off from the school so that we could
extensively carry out all the therapies, who was always there to support us whatever
we needed for the Child’s development. We also discussed with other parents who
were facing similar problems. So, we took a leave from the school and dedicated our
whole time for our child’s development. We started GFCFSF diet and went preservative free and initiated intense therapies noting down everyday’s diary for the kid to
observe his development very closely. Days were hectic, and after seeing regular
ups and down. With 3-4 hrs of daily massage, 1 hour of exercise, 2-3 hours of sitting/learning activity we found that he is now responding and feeling much less restless as he was able to explain his needs in a better way than before. With joint compressions his muscle tone also started improving.
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Time passed and about 3-4 month later we decided that now the child needs his
mates company. So we decided to resume his schooling. And the day when he resumed his school, Principal Ma’am and his teachers were so surprised to see the
change. He has improved eye contact, responding his name and following commands.
Even he is comfortable with the teachers and his friends. Earlier he used to cry
while going to school and now he is bringing his bag himself to go to school and happily goes to the school. He is happy now and less restless. He has not yet started
speaking fully but has started few words and we are very confident that very soon
he will be speaking too. A lot of thanks to Principal ma’am, Archana Ma’am and the
teachers for their help and support.
This was all possible due to the positive approach and dedication. Parent must enjoy
their parenthood. Keep on pouring unconditional love and care upon your children
whatever the situations. Respect your freedom and choice. Parent should come together and with their love and care can change any situation. If your child is weak in
mathematics and good at arts, do not get a math’s teacher rather than get an arts
teacher for the child. Children learn through various ways visually, by hearing, by observing others and by passively making the child do various activities. Some are good
at some ways and some in others. We need to know the child closely what the child is
good at and recognize his strengths. Hope this article will help you understand your
child in a better way. Always “Dwell in possibilities”
Mrs.Sneha Narayan
Capt. Rishikant Narayan
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Theme : Holistic Well Being
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www.educoninternationalschool.com
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